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a documentary film by
Beatrice Alda & Jennifer Brooke

SYNOPSIS
Legs: a big issue in a small town is a light-hearted look at what it
means to live in a small town--with all of the pros and cons that
come with it. When a controversial piece of art gets publicly
displayed, opinions start flying and feisty people take action. The
film reveals a town chock full of lively characters and conflicts, as
those who live there struggle to define their community. Is it an
accepting, welcoming place to live? Maybe, but if you look closer,
there are cracks in the veneer and the town is not all that it appears
to be.

DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT
Collectively the two of us have lived in small towns for over 50 years. At other times
in our lives, we have lived in Manhattan, Los Angeles, Miami, Washington D.C.,
London…and we enjoyed those exciting cities! But cities don't move us and make
us notice and want to capture the nuances of daily life the way small town living
does. We always joke that here the school teacher is also the trainer at the gym –
and his brother is married to the woman at the bakery, whose business partner is
also the landlord of the school teacher and whose father drives the taxi ….you get
the picture. Wherever you go in this small town, there are connections, and
fascinating, often quirky people who have a lot to say about pretty much anything.
During the past decade of living together in this particular small town, we have
grown to see the people in our community as characters—people with personalities
and viewpoints that we wanted to celebrate, explore and share with a wider
audience.
We chose to place at the core of the film a controversial work of art displayed
publicly, and how that impacted concentric circles of society within the town. When
interviewing locals about the disputed art, we ended up capturing myriad hotly
disputed issues, opinions, sentiments, and prejudices among the town’s inhabitants.
We realized that just beneath the surface of this sweet, often idyllic seeming village,
there were many more factions than might be assumed.
The film becomes a story less about a single issue and more about a community
whose residents seek to define themselves by their vision of what their town really
is. Liberals and conservatives, heterosexuals and gays, white people and minorities,
young and old, artists and politicians…everyone wants to see themselves reflected
in their community. And while that is a human desire, it’s an impossible goal.
In the end, the film sees our town as we do -- a melting pot of individuals with a lot
of passion. Maybe not passion for the same issues—but passion nonetheless –and
for that, we remain grateful-- and eternally amused.

Beatrice Alda & Jennifer Brooke,
Co-Directors of Legs: a big issue in a small town

CREW BIOS
A graduate of Wesleyan University and NYU Film School,
Beatrice Alda co-founded Forever Films Inc. in 2003.
Before turning to documentary features in 2008, Forever
Films Inc. produced films and commercials for companies
including CIBC, and Cablevision as well as generated
non-profit work including AIDS education commercials for
CablePositive which Alda directed. Alda Co-Directed the
award-winning documentary feature, Out Late, which was
released by First Run Features in 2009. Alda’s short film
Appearing Live was selected for a special screening at the
LA Directors Guild. Alda began her career in front of the
camera, acting in the films, The Four Seasons, A New Life,
and Men of Respect. Alda has been married for a decade
to her partner (in life and film), Jennifer Brooke.

JENNIFER BROOKE
co-director, co-producer
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BEATRICE ALDA

co-director, co-producer

Jennifer Brooke has been a writer and director for over
20 years. After graduating from Bryn Mawr College she
wrote and directed commercials and short films for
clients including British Airways, Nike, and Foot Locker.
She then founded a commercial company which
produced films and commercials for brands including,
Cablevision, ABC News’ The Century and Good Morning
America, The NFL, The NHL, and HBO. Brooke's short
film, The Bed, debuted at Outfest in Los Angeles, and
won Cinewomen's Best Short Documentary and a Silver
Award at The Brooklyn Film Festival. In 2003 Brooke
co-founded Forever Films, Inc. Brooke Co-Directed the
award-winning documentary feature, Out Late, which
was released by First Run Features in 2009. A published
poet and essayist, Brooke has been married for a decade
to her partner (in life and film), Beatrice Alda.
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Hamptons ‘Legs’
to screen
A BITTER Sag Harbor feud
that has raged in the exclusive
enclave for years over the
sculpture “Legs” by late
Hamptons artist Larry Rivers
is getting its own movie.

angling to submit the film
to premiere on the festival
circuit.
“These were extremely private
screenings,” Brooke told us in
an e-mail. But “happily people
seem to have a lot (good) to
say about the film.”
We hear that after Alan Alda
saw the controversial movie,
he asked the directors, both
Sag Harbor residents, “And
where will you two be moving
after this comes out?”

Beatrice Alda, daughter of
actor Alan Alda, and Jennifer
Brooke have directed the
documentary “Legs: A Big
Issue in a Small Town.”
Sources told Page Six they’ve
very quietly screened it
for family and friends in
Southampton and Manhattan
to big buzz among the social
set. The directors are next

The film covers a noisy battle
in the village that started in
2008 when art gallerists Janet
Lehr and Ruth Vered erected
Rivers’ 16-foot-tall Fiberglas
sculpture of a pair of shapely
women’s legs outside their Sag
Harbor home.

straddling his Southampton
home.)
According to Sag Harbor
Online, a judge in November
finally upheld the zoning
board’s opinion and ruled that
the legs should come down.
They’re still up, however, and
we’re told house owners Lehr
and Vered are appealing. One
resident said that every year,
people have offered money
to buy the glamorous gams,
but so far no offers have been
accepted.
The film features residents
including artist painter and
sculptor Eric Fischl and his
wife April Gornik, and we
hear it also tackles some other
thorny issues of the area, such
as race.

“Fortunately, while the film
But local officials later deemed deals with controversial
issues, it hasn’t so far reflected
“Legs” illegal because they
consider it a “structure” rather negatively on us,” Brooke
than art, and thus too tall and wrote us when we asked about
any local reaction to date.
too close to the property line
under zoning rules. (Rivers
READ ONLINE
had his own pair of legs

DECEMBER 24, 2015

Legs Stride onto the Big Screen
Filmmakers kick off conversation about living in a small village
BY DOUGLAS FEIDEN

town where the road ends and
a town where the road runs
through it, and Sag Harbor is
a town where the road ends,”
says Mr. Fischl. “It is everyone’s
version of an ideal town,” Ms.
Gornik observes a moment later.

THE PAINTER AND
SCULPTOR Eric Fischl is
sitting in the kitchen of his Sag
Harbor home while his wife, the
landscape artist April Gornik,
stands by the stove, whipping up
French toast for breakfast.
They are both captured on
celluloid, musing insightfully
about the village they each
love, in the opening minutes
of a new, but not-yet-released
documentary entitled, “Legs: a
big issue in a small town.”
“There’s a difference between a

What do these pronouncements
have to do with the sassy Larry
Rivers “Legs” sculpture—a pair
of disembodied, 16-foot-tall,
white fiberglass, female legs clad
in sexy, black-band stockings
visible at upper-thigh level—
that give the documentary by
Beatrice Alda and Jennifer
Brooke its name?
Actually, quite a lot. The conflict
that has raged over the “Legs”
since their arrival in 2008 at
the Madison Street home of
Janet Lehr and Ruth Vered,
and the pitched battles as to
whether they ultimately stay or
go, “reveals the underbelly of a
town seeking to identify its very
nature,” the filmmakers say.
The controversial mixed-media
art piece installed on the Henry
Street side of the corner home
may lie at the heart of the

76-minute documentary, say
Ms. Alda and Brooke, who are
partners in both life and filmmaking.
“It’s the jumping-off point,” says
Ms. Brooke in an interview in a
parked car directly opposite the
sculpture. Often, the two women
finish each other thoughts
and sentences, and Ms. Alda
quickly adds, “It’s the gateway to
examine just what it means to
live in a small town.”
One thing it means is having
opinions: From one perspective,
the mannequin legs are “perhaps
a little racy,” says Ms. Alda.
From another, they’re “artsy and
quirky,” posits Ms. Brooke.
In November, a judge upheld
a 2012 ruling of the village
Zoning Board of Appeals that
sidestepped the issue of art
and deemed the sculpture
a “structure” that could be
removed under the village
code, because it wasn’t set back
from the property line. The
judge hasn’t signed a judgment
order, which would trigger the
removal, and the owners haven’t
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American premiere, New York
City premiere and Hamptons
premiere, among many others—
and since the directors cannot
risk jeopardizing that status, they
demurred when asked to screen
the film for The Sag Harbor
Express.

Documentary filmmakers Jennifer Brooke and Beatrice Alda in front of the “Legs” statue at
the Vered residence in Sag Harbor. Michael Heller photo

yet decided whether to appeal.

and essayist.

But the film is less a tale about
a single, if highly charged,
issue and more about the
quest of colorful and feisty
village characters—black
and white, young and old,
liberal and conservative, gay
and heterosexual, artist and
politician, local and foreignborn—to define themselves and
their community, the directors
say.

The women, who are
married, co-directed the 2009
documentary feature “Out Late,”
about five people who came out
in their 50s, 60s and 70s, openly
declaring their sexual identities
late in life.

And there are broader themes at
play, says Ms. Alda, a New York
University Film School graduate
who is the daughter of actor
Alan Alda and started her career
in film acting herself.
“It’s really about small towns in
America,” says Ms. Brooke, a
Bryn Mawr College graduate
who is also a published poet

A production of Forever Films
Inc., which the pair co-founded
in 2003, “Legs” will have a closed
screening for its participants and
interview subjects, who have yet
to view it, on Sunday, December
27. Early next year, the women
expect to apply to several film
festivals, a process that can take
three to six months, and the
picture will be released at an
unspecified time later in the year.
Film festivals typically require
“premiere status”—there’s
a world premiere, North

Instead, they provided a detailed
synopsis; several production
stills; the so-called directors’
statement, which is a written
summary outlining the creative
vision for the film; access to
interview subjects, and a threeminute opening clip, featuring
a score by artist-musician Dan
Rizzie, which they showed under
the looming presence of the legs.
“The genius of these two
filmmakers is that they made a
film about a town and called it
‘Legs’—not ‘Sag Harbor’—but
they presented it as a way of
telling you what the town is all
about,” Mr. Rizzie said.
“For this is very much a film
about Sag Harbor…. They let
people speak their minds about
a very controversial topic, they
didn’t put words in anybody’s
mouth, and they used the
opinions of people who thought
it was wonderful, people who
thought it was terrible, and
people who did not care.”
It was the first film Mr. Rizzie
had ever scored and composed,
and he teamed up with a friend,
G.E. Smith, the blues-and-rock
guitarist and former bandleader
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the dust-up and the film: Larry
Rivers himself, who died in 2002
at age 78.
“I think Larry would feel good
that his artwork can still get
people to take sides,” said David
Joel, executive director of the
Larry Rivers Foundation. “I
think he’d just be getting a good
laugh out of it all.”
Dan Rizzie, left, plays a tune with guitarist G.E. Smith.

for “Saturday Night Live,” who
helped him shape the musical
pieces, which they performed
together.
Filmgoers will hear “Short
Board,” an opening piece of
surf music that whimsically
sets the stage; “The Bridge,” an
instrumental in mid-film that
he says accompanies a striking
shot of Sag Harbor’s iconic Lance
Corporal Jordan C. Haerter
Veterans Memorial Bridge, and
his bluesy “Striped Bass Killed
My Daddy,” which plays as the
credits roll.
Passion is a driving, even
defining, force in village life
that seems to guide the two
directors. At the same time, they
call their work “a light-hearted
look at what it means to live in
a small town—with all of the
pros and cons that come with it.”
Reconciling these two poles isn’t
as tough as it sounds:
“In the end, the film sees our

town as we do—a melting pot
of individuals with a lot of
passion,” the directors’ statement
says. “Maybe not passion for
the same issues—but passion
nonetheless—and for that we
remain grateful…and eternally
amused.”
Sitting in their parked car,
they marvel at the villagers
who weigh in angrily and
interestingly at governmental
meetings on the “Legs” and other
topics, then cross paths with
each other down the block.

As for a documentary that
“makes new art out of issues
stemming from existing art,”
Mr. Joel added, “That’s not just
a compliment but one of the key
things that great art aims to do—
to inspire. So if ‘Legs’ inspired a
conversation that then led to a
documentary, well, then art is on
the move and ‘Legs’ has legs, and
I think we’re all better off for it.”
Says, Ms. Lehr, “I’m delighted for
Larry Rivers.”

In their synopsis, the filmmakers
ask if Sag Harbor is an accepting,
welcoming place to live.
“Maybe,” they answer, “but if you
look closer, there are cracks in
“You see the people you were just
the veneer and the town is not all
arguing with at the Christmas
that it appears to be.”
tree lighting,” says Ms. Brooke.
“You see them in the post office,”
continues Ms. Alda. “They’ll
walk into your exercise class, or
they’ll walk into Provisions. And
everyone on Main Street knows
you.”
One larger-than-life personality
who would have relished both

And as she sits in her car, Ms.
Brooke says, “Everyone thinks
we’re incredibly tolerant…and
then, there’s this…” She points in
the direction of the “Legs.”
READ ONLINE

FEBRUARY 26, 2016
Filmmakers Beatrice Alda and Jennifer Brooke
explore Sag Harbor’s unique culture in their new
documentary, Legs: A Big Issue in a Small Village.
In his interview for the film, local painter Eric
Fischl muses, “There’s a difference between a
town where the road ends and a town where the
road runs through it, and Sag Harbor is a town
where the road ends.” Adds his wife, landscape
artist April Gornik, “It is everyone’s version of an
ideal town.” READ ONLINE

Arts beat
MARCH/APRIL 2016
There’s just no running away from a feud over
the infamous “legs” sculpture erected outside
a Sag Harbor home. In the latest twist, there’s
a new film out that documents the brouhaha
surrounding the piece by late Hamptons artist
Larry Rivers. Essentially, the homeowners, art
gallerists Janet Lehr and Ruth Vered, were
told the 16-foot-tall piece was a structure
and not art and should come down (it didn’t).
Director Beatrice Alda, daughter of actor Alan
Alda, and Jennifer Brooke are hoping their film
premieres at a festival, according to pagesix.
com. READ ONLINE
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‘LEGS’ WALK ONTO FILM

Sculpture controversy subject of new documentary
BY ALICIA STEINDECKER

disparate community reactions
mean about the famous 16foot fiberglass sculpture “Legs,”
created by prominent painter,
sculptor and filmmaker Larry
Rivers.
According to Ms. Alda and Ms.
Brooke, the sculpture is more
than just a pair of legs that
sparked an argument over what
constitutes art. The filmmakers
maintain that “Legs” can be
used as a vehicle for examining
what really matters to the Sag
Harbor community.
“What makes people passionate
enough to speak out about
something? What is it that
they are really opposing or
supporting?” Ms. Brooke
asked. “It became clear that
the issue was not really about
the structure. It was something
much deeper than that.”

A sculpture of a pair of
womanly legs displayed on
private property in Sag Harbor
Village’s historic district has put
some residents on edge for the
past eight years.Others have

simply said, “Live and let live.”
Filmmakers Beatrice Alda
and Jennifer Brooke decided
to create a documentary
to examine just what these

The 76-minute film, titled
“Legs: A Big Issue in a Small
Town,” is shot from the points
of view of Sag Harbor’s diverse
residents, and it highlights their
desire to fit in and have a voice,
the filmmakers said. In the
process of making the
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to the same regulations as
any other structure under the
zoning code. Ms. Vered and
Ms. Lehr intend to appeal that
decision and, for now, “Legs”
remains standing on their
Madison Street property.

Documentarians Beatrice Alda and Jennifer Brooke sit under Larry River’s “Legs”
displayed on the Henry Street side of a Madison Street corner-lot home.
PHOTO: Randee Daddona

documentary, prejudices
concerning race,
socioeconomic status and
sexual orientation are exposed.
This “piece of public art”
sparked a larger discussion
about the nature of Sag Harbor,
a small village where residents
have “a real sense of pride and
ownership in the community,”
and also take issue with change,
Ms. Alda said. “People want to
see themselves reflected in their
community, which is a real
universal theme, and this is the
kind of town that would have
a 16-foot piece of legs up,” she
added.
The sculpture drew attention to
the fact Sag Harbor residents
wanted to have a voice in the
future of their community and
be a part of something larger
than themselves, as it spurred
them to show up at zoning

board meetings to voice their
opinions. Ultimately, residents
knew they

The attorney for Ms. Vered and
Ms. Lehr, Stephen Grossman,
has argued that the sculpture
is a work of art and therefore
the zoning code does not
apply to it. However, the
court’s November decision
states that it is not within the
authority of the zoning board
to determine what is art. “That
is a question philosophers from
Plato to Arthur Danto have
debated, and is best left to their
province,” the decision reads.
Still, in 2012, the zoning
board received more than 400
signatures that supported the
sculpture as art.

could influence the village’s
character. “Because Sag Harbor
is very historical, the idea
that if we
start moving
What makes people
away from
passionate enough
its historical
to speak out about
cornerstone
is an issue for
something? What is
people,” Ms.
it that they are really
Alda said.

opposing or

Ruth Vered
and Janet
Lehr installed “Legs” on their
residential property without
a building permit in 2008. A
court battle with the village
ensued. The most recent State
Supreme Court decision, in
November last year, found that
“Legs” is in fact a structure,
which means that it is subject

“To me, it
was not a
big issue,”
former Sag
Harbor
Village
Mayor
supporting? Brian
Gilbride
said this
week. “I’m sure many people
drive by every day and don’t
even notice, and some people
drive by and think it’s the
greatest thing in the world.”
Ms. Brooke and Ms. Alda both
said the sculpture’s owners are
a critical part of the film and
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appear throughout it. At one
point during the movie, Ms.
Vered and Ms. Lehr mention a
blowup angel decoration that
had been in the yard at the
home across the street from
theirs during the holidays that
they found offensive. “They
took a deep breath and learned
to live with it,” Ms. Alda said,
adding, “They are with the
mindset that everyone should
tolerate differences.”
In an interview last year, Ms.
Vered said the judge’s most
recent ruling was a violation
of her right to free expression.
“He should be supporting
freedom of speech and the
right of expression, and he is
going against the American law,
the American rules,” she said.
“The freedom of expression is
a part of our constitution, and
he should know it better than I
do.”
“I loved the film,” Ms. Lehr
said on Monday, adding that
Ms. Alda and Ms. Brooke

“really made a wonderful
documentary about a squabble
gone wild, in the wonderful
small town that the remarkable
number of townspeople filmed
cherish.”
The filmmakers were surprised
that a fourth generation
Sag Harbor resident they
interviewed said of the debate,
“Live and let live,” and had
no problem with “Legs.” “You
know you might assume that
that person is very interested
in preserving old, historical
aspects of the town,” Ms. Alda
said. Ms. Brooke echoed that
thought and said the resident
had viewed the placement of
“Legs” on the property as a
choice, just as a trailer or boat
on a property is also a choice.
“It reveals a small town that
has to live with each other,”
Ms. Alda said of the deeper
meaning of “Legs,” adding that
the controversy surrounding
the sculpture’s home represents
“a microcosm of the world we

live in—how do you tolerate
your neighbors?”
Ms. Brooke emphasized that
not only was everyone they
interviewed local, a local artist
and musician, Dan Rizzie,
scored the film at his studio in
East Hampton. “All of the cast
are local and that is amazing
that we had great people who
are at our disposal who are
ready to speak with us,” Ms.
Brooke said.
While the film—a production
of Forever Films Inc., founded
in 2003 by Ms. Alda and Ms.
Brooke—has not yet been
released to the public, the
directors are in the process of
applying to film festivals. The
documentary has had just two
private screenings for friends,
family and interview subjects.
READ ONLINE

